We show that the gravitino contribution to (g −2) µ is finite in many popular supergravity models, including no-scale supergravity and string and M-theory models. This contribution is greatly enhanced for very light gravitino masses, and leads to new upper bounds on the ratio of the smuon to the gravitino mass.
Introduction
One of the quantities which are measured with great precision in particle physics is the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g − 2) µ . The new E821 experiment at Brookhaven is expected to improve the precision of the previous measurement by a factor 20 [1] . This improvement should be sensitive enough to detect the electroweak contribution to (g −2) µ , and should provide a way to probe for new physics, especially supersymmetry [2, 3] . The most recent experimental value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is [4] :
while the latest theoretical prediction within the Standard Model is estimated to be [3] :
leaving an allowed interval for new physics contributions, at the 90% C. L,
Recently, light-gravitino models have attracted renewed attention because they may explain the eeγγ + E T,miss event reported by the CDF Collaboration [5] , and may have further interesting consequences at LEP 2 [6, 7] . If the gravitino is very light it will contribute significantly to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [8, 9] . In addition, in supergravity models the gravitino contribution may diverge, unless certain relations among the Kähler function components are satisfied [9] . These relations provide new constraints on supergravity models, as we believe that (g − 2) µ should be finite in any consistent theory after spontaneous supergravity breaking. We have checked that (g − 2) µ is indeed finite in various models based on no-scale supergravity, weakly-coupled heterotic strings, and M-theory-inspired models. We also present numerical studies of the gravitino contribution to (g − 2) µ , and the upper bound that results on (mμ/mG) when δa µ is restricted to the range in Eq. (3).
Finite gravitino contributions
In general, the one-loop gravitino contribution to (g − 2) µ may be divergent because of the non-renormalizability of supergravity. It is interesting to explore under what conditions will this contribution be finite in spontaneously broken supergravity. Using dimensional reduction and requiring one-loop finiteness independently of the photino mass, del Aguila obtained the following constraints on the Kähler function [9] :
where i, j indicate derivatives with respect to the charged sleptons, and z represents derivatives with respect to hidden sector fields (including the dilaton and moduli fields). These constraints have been obtained in a field basis where [9]
which assures canonical kinetic terms. First let us consider standard no-scale supergravity [10] , where the gauge kinetic function is f αβ = h(z)δ αβ and the Kähler function for the (1) theory is:
where z is a hidden-sector (singlet) field and the φ i represent observable sector fields. Without loss of the generality, this Kähler potential satisfies the field basis condition in Eq. (5) when we choose z =
and φ i = 0. This choice also allows G to satisfy the finiteness conditions in Eq. (4).
Next we consider an E 6 × E 8 compactified model derivable from the weaklycoupled heterotic string or M-theory [11, 12] . The Kähler potential is:
and the gauge kinetic function is f αβ = S δ αβ . This Kähler potential satisfies the field basis condition in Eq. (5) when we choose S =
, and φ = 0. Clearly the dilaton field satisfies the finiteness conditions [Eq. (4)] for z = S. The T field also satisfies these conditions, as shown in the above no-scale supergravity case.
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Let us also consider string no-scale supergravity [13] , where at present only the lowest-order Kähler function is known:
with
where n I represents the number of untwisted fields in set I, and set-indices I = 1, 2, 3 on the α i (i.e., α
i ) are understood. Also,
where the β
are twisted sector fields that belong to the I-th set, n T 1,T 2,T 3 are the number of these fields, and K (1,2,3) are given in above equation. We see that the constraints in Eq. (4) are satisfied because there are no mixing terms β
Other string-derived orbifold models have similar Kähler potentials at lowest order [14] , for example:
For phenomenological reasons related to the absence of the flavor-changing neutral currents in the low-energy theory, one assumes a diagonal form for the piece of the Kähler potential associated with the matter fields,K i j =K i δ i j [14] . Therefore, by the same argument as in string no-scale supergravity, in these orbifold models the gravitino contribution to (g − 2) µ is finite. Moreover, ifK i j is not diagonal, then it should satisfy the condition K i T j = 0, in order to keep the gravitino contribution finite.
Numerical analysis
The gravitino contribution to (g − 2) µ in spontaneously broken supergravity was calculated in Refs. [8, 9] . In what follows we explore its magnitude and obtain constraints on the sparticle and gravitino masses by requiring that it be confined to the experimentally allowed interval in Eq. (3). The usual supersymmetric contributions to (g − 2) µ (i.e., not including the gravitino) have been studied in the literature [2, 3] and will not be addressed here, other than to assume that they themselves satisfy Eq. (3).
The gravitino contribution depends crucially on the gravitino mass (mG), and is of phenomenological importance only for very light gravitino masses (mG < 10 −4 eV). This contribution also depends on the smuon (mμ 1,2 ) and photino (mγ) masses, and is given by [9] 
We start our numerical analysis by neglecting the smuon left-right mixing angle (α), and assuming degenerate smuon masses, in which case the above formula reduces to
where
One can then see that for realistic values of the smuon and photino masses (f (x) :
for (mγ ≪ mμ) → (mγ ≈ mμ)), and rather light gravitino masses [mG ∼ (10 −4 → 10 −5 ) eV], aG µ may be sizeable, observable, and of either sign.
There are further aspects of this result that are worth pointing out. Note first that even lighter gravitino masses (say mG < 10 −6 eV) lead to aG µ values that do not fit in the allowed interval in Eq. (3). However, such light gravitino masses are already ruled out experimentally from collider and astrophysical considerations [7, 15] . Furthermore, the function f (x) has a zero at x ≈ 1 4 , and therefore the (fine-tuned) choice mγ ≈ 1 2 mμ would preclude an absolute lower bound on mG. Also of interest is the fact that aG µ grows as m 2 µ , as a result of the nonrenormalizability of supergravity. Indeed, for a fixed value of mγ ≪ mμ, f (x) → 1/6 and aG µ < 190 × 10 −10 entails mμ 100 GeV
This experimental upper bound on the ratio mμ/mG is new, and will become significantly stricter once the data from E821 begins to be analyzed. A related bound on the sparticle spectrum in the presence of very light gravitinos has also been obtained from a theoretical viewpoint by considering violations of tree-level unitarity [16] . Let us now comment on the effect of α = 0. The smuon left-right mixing angle, in typical supergravity theories, may be estimated as sin 2α ∼ m µ µ tan β/m 2 µ , where µ is the Higgs mixing parameter and tan β the usual ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values. This angle plays a crucial role in the usual supersymmetric contribution to a µ . In the present case, its effective contribution to the square bracket in Eq. (12) goes as ∼ mγ µ tan β/m 2 µ , which is not negligible, and may even be enhanced for large values of tan β. Note however that this contribution is suppressed if the smuon masses are close to each other (because of the (−1) k factor). Without introducing further unknown parameters into the calculation, one may conclude that the numerical results obtained above should remain approximately valid in this more general case.
Conclusions
We have considered the contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from loops involving light gravitinos. This contribution may be divergent in generic supergravity models, but we have identified several popular ones where it is finite, including no-scale supergravity and string and M-theory derived models. We have also studied the phenomenological aspects of this contribution and established a new upper bound on the ratio of the smuon to gravitino masses.
